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Abstract Soon after the onset of an eruption, model forecasts of ash dispersal are used to mitigate the
hazards to aircraft, infrastructure, and communities downwind. However, it is a significant challenge to
constrain themodel inputs during an evolving eruption. Here we demonstrate that volcanic lightningmay be
used in tandem with satellite detection to recognize and quantify changes in eruption style and intensity.
Using the eruption of Calbuco volcano in southern Chile on 22 and 23 April 2015, we investigate rates of
umbrella cloud expansion from satellite observations, occurrence of lightning, and mapped characteristics of
the fall deposits. Our remote sensing analysis gives a total erupted volume that is within uncertainty of
the mapped volume (0.56 ± 0.28 km3 bulk). Observations and volcanic plume modeling further suggest
that electrical activity was enhanced both by ice formation in the ash clouds >10 km above sea level and
development of a low-level charge layer from ground-hugging currents.

1. Introduction

Rapid characterization of explosive eruptions is an ongoing challenge to short-term hazards forecasting. In
particular, the mass eruption rate has a first-order influence on the accuracy of ash dispersal forecasts, yet
is difficult to quantify in near real-time. Despite important advances in the use of weather radar, infrasound,
and satellite detection to measure eruptive intensity [Marzano et al., 2013; Pouget et al., 2013; Ripepe et al.,
2013], no single technique is universally applicable, especially to remote volcanoes with sparse in situ geo-
physical instruments. Recently, volcanic lightning has been recognized as a valuable complementary tool
[Behnke and McNutt, 2014]. With continued expansion and improvement of global networks such as the
World Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN) [Lay et al., 2004], and deployable lightning mapping arrays
[Behnke et al., 2013, 2014], it is increasingly apparent that volcanic lightning could become a crucial part of
eruption detection and monitoring operations in the future. With these developments come new questions
about the role of lightning in eruption processes. How does volcanic lightning relate to the evolving
dynamics of an eruption? And how might it be integrated into conventional data streams, such as satellite
detection of volcanic plumes? We investigate these questions in our study of the 2015 eruption of Calbuco
volcano in Southern Chile, which produced abundant WWLLN-detected lightning during clear weather
(>1100 lightning strokes). The eruption presents a rare opportunity to combine excellent ground observa-
tions and tephra deposits with remote sensing data.

On 22 April 2015, Calbuco volcano erupted for the first time in 43 years, with very little warning (<3 h of
precursory seismicity). The initial two explosive phases occurred in rapid succession with a ~5.5 h time break
in between, producing tephra of andesite composition (57–58% SiO2; Table S1 in the supporting informa-
tion). During both events, ash-rich columns rose into the stratosphere, with maximum plume heights reach-
ing 23 km above sea level (asl) in weather radar [Vidal et al., 2015]. Over 6500 people were evacuated within
20 km of the volcano while the ash dispersed in a northeasterly direction across Chile, Argentina and
Uruguay, damaging buildings, affecting agriculture, closing airports, and delaying flights. As the event
unfolded, clear views from satellite and visual observations shared on social media provided an unusually
complete perspective of the eruption columns. A few days later on 30 April a third, smaller eruption began
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at 16:08 UTC, lasting ~2 h and producing a low ash plume (<4.5 km asl). This event did not generate WWLLN-
detected lightning, and its low juvenile content indicates a steam-driven eruption with little involvement of
fresh magma. Our study focuses on the first two explosive phases, combining field mapping, satellite and
lightning analysis, and seismic observations. The overall aims are to reconstruct the eruptive behavior and
consider the implications for providing rapid situational awareness of hazards.

2. Field Observations of the Deposits

The thickness and stratigraphy of the fall deposits were documented at 163 sites out to ~460 km downwind
(Figures 1a, S1, and Table S3). Assuming the deposits become exponentially thinner with distance from
source [Fierstein and Nathenson, 1992], we estimate a total bulk volume of 0.58 km3, indicating a VEI 4 on
the volcanic explosivity index [Newhall and Self, 1982]. Uncertainty is likely on the order of 50% (±0.28 km3)
due to the local effects of deposit compaction, wind remobilization, and the plausible range of assumptions
associated with the volume calculation [Sulpizio, 2005; Engwell et al., 2015] (Figure S1). By comparison, the
bulk volume estimates of Romero et al. [2016] are within uncertainty of our calculations, though somewhat
on the lower end. The majority of the fall deposit is from the more energetic second phase, consisting of a
lower light-grey to tan and upper dark grey layer (Figure S1). The upper dark grey tephra contains high-
density scoria [Romero et al., 2016], which is texturally similar to juvenile blocks in the most voluminous pyr-
oclastic density current (PDC) deposits associated with the eruption (bulk volume 0.01–0.05 km3). There were
also PDCs at the end of the first eruptive phase, but the largest occurred in the early hours of 23 April, attain-
ing runout distances of 7–8 km down the Río Blanco (Figure S1a). In the distal fall deposit, a secondary thick-
ness maximum occurred in the region of Junín de los Andes, about 150 km downwind, where residents
reported at least 3 cm of freshly fallen ash (Figure 1a). Local observers recorded the ash falling as low-density
clusters [see Herrera, 2015], suggesting that ash aggregation enhanced sedimentation rates in this area
[Sorem, 1982; Taddeucci et al., 2011].

Figure 1. Location of fall deposits, umbrella clouds, and lightning from the 2015 Calbuco eruption. (a) Isopachs of fall deposit thickness in centimeters. Black circles
show measurement locations (n = 163). Note secondary thickness maximum ~150 km downwind, near the city of Junín de los Andes. Dashed line shows the
border between Chile and Argentina. Outlines of the umbrella clouds through time, UTC, from the (b) first and (c) second eruptive phases, derived from thermal
infrared satellite images and shown until the umbrella no longer propagates upwind. Grey dots show locations of WWLLN-detected lightning; red arrows show
direction of lightning locations with time. White triangles indicate Calbuco volcano. Note that in both phases, the majority of the lightning moved northward
(azimuth ≤ 15°), while the axis of the fall deposit tracked northeast (azimuth 38–45°).
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3. Satellite and Lightning Analysis

During sustained, high-intensity eruptions, the vertical ash column rises to a maximum height and expands
outward as an umbrella cloud near the level of neutral buoyancy [Sparks, 1986; Pouget et al., 2013]. Both
ash-producing phases of the Calbuco eruption were recorded by the GOES-13 satellite and were used to cal-
culate umbrella expansion rates (Figures 1b, 1c, S3, S4, and Table S2). Umbrella clouds expand radially as a
gravity current, driven by the intrusion of mass and drop in height from the overshooting top of the plume
to the level of neutral buoyancy. Growth of the umbrella radius (R) after time (t) since the start of eruption is
proportional to the volumetric flow rate (V) of ash, gas, and entrained air injected into the umbrella region (in
m3 s�1). The relationship may be approximated by [Woods and Kienle, 1994]

R ¼ 3λNV=2πð Þ1=3t2=3; (1)

where λ is an empirical cloud shape factor, taken as 0.2 after Suzuki and Koyaguchi [2009] and N is the Brunt-
Väisälä frequency of the atmosphere, calculated here to be 0.014 s�1 using the method of Mastin [2014]. We
fit this equation to the observed umbrella dimensions through time by adjusting the start time and volu-
metric flow rate V (Figure 2a; Appendix A). The volumetric flow rate into the umbrella relates to the mass
eruption rate M (in kg s�1) and entrainment of ambient air, according to the following [Morton et al., 1956;
Sparks, 1986]:

M ≈ VN5=8=C√ke
� �4=3

; (2)

where ke is the radial entrainment coefficient of the rising plume, taken as 0.1, and C is a proportionality
constant, assumed to be 1 × 104m3 kg�3/4 s�7/8 for midlatitude eruptions [Suzuki and Koyaguchi, 2009;
Mastin et al., 2014]. The timing and location of lightning strokes were obtained from the WWLLN Global

Figure 2. Time series of satellite, lightning, and seismic observations. (a) Symbols showmean and range of umbrella radius,
defined by GOES-13 brightness temperatures of �3 and �13°C. Black curves show best fit theoretical expression for
umbrella expansion rates using equation (1). WWLLN-detected lightning stroke rates are given in 10min intervals for
proximal (<20 km) and distal lightning (>20 km from volcano). Red lines indicate eruption processes described in text.
Note the shift to slower umbrella expansion rates after ~5:30 on 23 April (dashed line) and sharp increase in proximal
lightning (red arrow), when we infer formation of significant PDCs. (b) Seismic amplitude filtered between 0.5 and 5 Hz,
from station ~3 km from the summit. Gap in seismic data occurs ~7:15 due to temporary lapse in communications.
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Volcanic Lightning Monitor [Ewert et al., 2010], which detects 3–30 kHz radio waves (Figures 1b and 1c).
WWLLN preferentially detects cloud-to-ground lightning, which accounts for about 2/3 of detected strokes
[Hutchins et al., 2012].

4. Insights Into Eruption Dynamics

Umbrella cloud growth from both eruptive phases is compared with WWLLN stroke rates and seismic ampli-
tude in Figure 2. Times are given in UTC (note that local time is UTC–3 h). During the first eruptive phase on
22 April, WWLLN detected 93 lightning strokes moving progressively northward from Calbuco volcano out
to 67 km. The best fit umbrella growth curve in Figure 2a gives a start time of 21:04 UTC, which is consistent
with the seismic onset (Table 1a). In satellite, the umbrella stops expanding upwind by 22:38 UTC (Figure 1
b), followed by a decline in proximal strokes (<20 km from the volcano). This behavior is consistent with
an end time of ~22:35 UTC determined from visual and seismic observations (Figure 2).

During the second eruptive phase on 23 April 2015, WWLLN detected 1016 lightning strokes up to 113 km
from the volcano—more than 10 times the number of strokes from the first phase. This event occurred at
night, and observers documented abundant lightning in the vertical column and downwind cloud. Using a
best fit umbrella growth curve based on the first four satellite images, we derive an eruption start time of
about 3:54 UTC, which is within a few minutes of the seismic onset. This cloud expands more rapidly than
the first, indicating a ~50% greater eruption rate (Table 1a). Interestingly, the umbrella stops expanding
upwind sometime between 5:38 and 6:38 UTC (Figure S4), despite an ongoing eruption and no significant
changes in the background wind field (Figures 3a and S2). The end of upwind spreading, followed by
recession of the cloud, suggests a lower mass flux supplied to the umbrella (Table 1a). Around the same time,
proximal strokes increase sharply, peak at 7:20 UTC and decline thereafter, with the final stroke<10 km from
the volcano occurring at 10:05 UTC. The waning electrical activity is consistent with direct observations that
the eruption continued at a low level until ~10:00 UTC.

Table 1a. Characteristics of Individual Phases of the Calbuco Eruption From 22-23 April 2016a

Individual Eruptive Phases

Parameter Method(s) Phase 1 Phase 2

Eruption onset (UTC) umbrella 22 Apr 21:04 23 Apr 03:54
seismicity 22 Apr 21:04 23 Apr 04:00

Eruption end (UTC) visual obs. 22 Apr 22:35 23 Apr 10:00
Duration (h:mm) umbrella, visual obs. 1:31 6:14
Umbrella height (km asl) satellite 14.5–15.5 16.9–17.3
MER (kg s�1) umbrella 6.0 × 106 9.5–6.6 × 106

Detected lightning strokes (#) WWLLN 93 1,016
Lightning delay (min) WWLLN 37 30
Last stroke <10 km (UTC) WWLLN 22 Apr 22:58 23 Apr 10:08

aMER, mass eruption rate; values for second phase given before and after the inferred shift in eruption style between
5:38 and 6:38 UTC. WWLLN, World Wide Lightning Location Network. Umbrella height indicates the top of the umbrella
clouds from satellite images, although it is noted that weather radar detected overshooting tops at least 23 km asl during
both phases [Vidal et al., 2015]. Lightning delay indicates time gap between eruption onset (umbrella method) and the
first WWLLN-detected lightning stroke. Last stroke indicates timing of final stroke detected within 10 km of volcano.

Table 1b. Total Erupted Volume and Time-Averaged MER of the Calbuco Eruptiona

Parameter Method Total Eruption (Phases 1 and 2)

Erupted volume, bulk (km3) umbrella 0.25
fall deposit 0.56 ± 0.28

Erupted volume, DRE (km3) umbrella 0.08
fall deposit 0.18 ± 0.09

Time-averaged MER (kg s�1) fall deposit 0.8 × 106 to 2.4 × 107

aVolume calculations assume magma density 2500 kg m3 and bulk deposit density 800 kg m3. Time-averaged mass
eruption rate is derived from total erupted mass (from fall deposit mapping) and total duration of eruption. DRE, dense-
rock equivalent. MER, mass eruption rate.
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In previous studies, increased lightning rates have been linked to the expanding size of the cloud [Williams,
1985; Behnke and Bruning, 2015]. However, the dramatic rise in proximal lightning stroke rates detected after
~6:30 UTC on 23 April reflects an impulsive change at the source, rather than gradually increasing cloud volume.
We suspect that the lightning was triggered by PDCs from Calbuco volcano (Figure 2a). Low-level ash clouds
near the PDCswould introduce a new atmospheric charge layer capable of triggering cloud-to-ground lightning
[Hoblitt, 1994]. Direct visual observations of the nighttime PDCs are lacking, due in part to their northeast flow
direction, out of view from the populated areas. Yet the shift in eruption style is evident from three key observa-
tions: (1) increased stroke rates are seen only in proximal lightning, suggesting an origin near the volcano, (2) at
the same time, upwind cloud expansion ends, indicating a more sluggish flux into the high plume, and (3) the
stratigraphic shift from light to dark grey tephra occurs partway through the deposits of the second phase
(Figure S1, also recognized by Romero et al. [2016]). The color change corresponds to a greater abundance
of high-density clasts that are texturally correlated to the PDCs. When an eruption column undergoes par-
tial collapse, it transports mass into both a buoyant plume and ground-hugging PDCs [Neri et al., 2002;
Van Eaton et al., 2012]. We suspect that during this time, when the eruption was producing dark grey
(high-density) tephra, some portion rose vertically into the high plume while the rest partitioned into
PDCs. Low-level clouds lofted from the PDCs may have accumulated as fall deposits in the distal area without
rising all the way into the umbrella cloud, such as those that occurred during the 1980 eruption of Mount
St. Helens [Carey et al., 1990]. This is consistent with the larger erupted volume calculated from our fall deposit
mapping compared to the umbrella expansion method (although both are within uncertainty).

5. What Caused the Volcanic Lightning?

Both eruptive phases produced abundant lightning, yet the WWLLN-detected strokes drifted mainly to
the north rather than following the dispersal axis of the fall deposits (Figure 1). What caused the electrical

Figure 3. Atmospheric wind profiles and 1-D plume model results. (a) Background winds over Calbuco volcano from the
NOAA 0.5° GDAS model, indicating direction from which the wind is coming. Trope, cold-point tropopause. (b) Modeled
temperature of the volcanic plume, assuming dry or moist conditions at vent (up to 5 wt % surface water ingested at the
eruptive source). Vertical dash-dotted line shows the �15°C ice nucleation temperature for volcanic ash (see Appendix B).
(c) Modeled abundance and phase of water inside the volcanic plume. Dry vent conditions lead to sparse liquid water
contents (not visible on this scale). Note that heights of liquid water and ice formation in the plume (red dashed line)
correspond to southerly winds in the background atmosphere.
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activity during this eruption, and why did the lightning decouple from the bulk of the cloud? To address
these questions, we used the 1-D model Plumeria [Mastin, 2007, 2014] to investigate the
thermodynamics of the eruption column. Plumeria calculates time-averaged, mean properties of a
steady state volcanic plume, accounting for the effects of crosswinds, entrainment of atmospheric moist-
ure, and the formation of liquid water and ice. Aggregation processes are not resolved. We added the
approach of Schill et al. [2015] to account for heterogeneous ice nucleation in the presence of volcanic
ash (Appendix B). The model was initialized with an atmospheric profile of temperature, humidity, and
wind from 3–6 UTC on 23 April (Figures 3a and S2), and an eruption rate of 1 × 107 kg s�1 consistent with
our measurements.

Although all volcanic plumes contain some amount of water from the magma (generally 2–6wt %) [Plank
et al., 2013] and entrained from the atmosphere [Glaze et al., 1997], plume behavior is also sensitive to the
amount of water incorporated from the Earth’s surface [Koyaguchi and Woods, 1996; Van Eaton et al., 2012].
To examine these effects, we explored dry and moist conditions at the volcanic source [Woodhouse and
Behnke, 2014]. The “dry vent” scenario assumes no interaction with the hydrological system and includes
only magmatic water in the erupted mixture (5 wt % is assumed)—although water is also entrained from
the atmosphere during ascent. The “moist vent” scenario adds a small but significant amount of cooler sur-
face water to the plume (an additional 5 wt %). There is no reason to suspect that the Calbuco eruption
plumes were phreatomagmatic in the traditional sense (for example, no accretionary lapilli were observed
in the deposits) [Houghton et al., 2015]. However, some amount of surface water interaction cannot be
ruled out for two reasons: (1) the existence of a summit glacier ~0.02 km3 prior to the eruption [Pelto,
2015], and (2) vigorous fumarolic activity, including the steam-driven eruption on 30 April 2015, indicating
that water was circulating in the system even a few days after the climactic events. Adding an additional
5 wt % surface water in the “moist vent” scenario (Figures 3b and 3c) represents a reasonable upper limit
in this case [see Houghton et al., 2000]. Even such modest degrees of surface water interaction are impor-
tant to consider because they can significantly impact the dynamics and microphysics of volcanic plumes
[Van Eaton et al., 2012, 2015].

Modeling results suggest that liquid water and ice formed above 9–10 km asl (Figure 3c). This height corre-
sponds to a change in wind direction toward the north (Figure 3a). In other words, upper level winds were
blowing the fine-grained, icy tops of the plumes northward, in the direction of lightning movement.

Our results provide clues about the nature of plume electrification. First, some interaction between fine
ash, liquid water and ice is likely to have occurred in the upper troposphere. However, it is unlikely that
riming and hail-forming processes [cf. Van Eaton et al., 2015] played a volumetrically significant role, given
the lack of evidence for wet ash aggregation in the proximal deposits. Second, the colocation of ice
formation and southerly winds (Figure 3) suggests that ice was involved in the lightning that drifted
northward from Calbuco volcano. We infer that the largest particles were transported at lower levels to
the northeast, forming the bulk of the fall deposits. Meanwhile, the smaller particles at the top of the
plume (fine ash and cloud ice) moved north, generating lightning in the distal cloud many tens of kilo-
meters downwind of the volcano [cf. Kuhlman et al., 2009].

These findings support the concept of a dirty thunderstorm charging mechanism during high-intensity
eruptions [Williams and McNutt, 2005], which stems from the idea that regular thunderstorms become
electrified during ice collisions in the mixed phase region of vertical updrafts [Deierling et al., 2008].
Without ice, there is no lightning in meteorological clouds. However, not all volcanic lightning is
analogous to a dirty thunderstorm [Cimarelli et al., 2013; Behnke et al., 2014]. Volcanic ash enters the
atmospheric plume “precharged” from fragmentation and particle-particle collisions near the vent
[James et al., 2008]. Therefore, even very small eruptions produce low-energy discharges in the absence of
ice, referred to as vent or near-vent lightning [Thomas et al., 2010]. Ice likely plays a role in enhancing electrifica-
tion during larger eruptions that produce large-scale plume lightning (intracloud or cloud-to-ground discharges
a few kilometers to tens of kilometers in extent), which develops someminutes to tens ofminutes after eruption
onset [Behnke et al., 2013]. In the case of the Calbuco eruption, we suspect that the WWLLN-detected lightning
falls into this category, consistent with a ~30min detection delay for both eruptive phases (Table 1a).
Furthermore, we propose that the electrical activity was enhanced both by ice-forming processes and
creation of a low-level charge layer from PDCs.
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6. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that changes in the lightning activity and satellite-detected plume dynamics may
be used to infer key aspects of eruption behavior, including the mass eruption rate, volume, start time, and
duration—all of which are necessary parameters for ash dispersal modeling. Our estimates of erupted
volume and mass eruption rate using the umbrella expansion technique are within uncertainty of the fall
deposit mapping (Table 1b). However, it is important to note that umbrella-derived volumes only reflect
the mass flux into the high-level plume, neglecting contributions from low-level clouds or PDCs.
Therefore such estimates should be considered minimum values for the fall deposits and other eruptive
products as a whole. Volcanic lightning also offers some promising insights into the eruptive activity.
Our findings suggest that a simultaneous increase in proximal lightning and diminished upwind expansion
of the umbrella cloud may signal formation of hazardous, ground-hugging PDCs. In the case of the 2015
Calbuco eruption, PDCs exerted an important influence on the intensity of proximal lightning (<20 km
from volcano), whereas the movement of distal lightning correlates to ice particles carried downwind in
the high plume (>10 km asl). An observed delay of 30–37 min between eruption onset and WWLLN-
detected lightning (Table 1a) indicates that this kind of large-scale plume lightning can sometimes take
time to develop, which should be taken into account during eruption detection. We conclude that satellite
observations and lightning detection offer widely accessible tools to monitor eruptive activity in near real-
time, particularly high-intensity eruptions that sustain vertical columns well above the local freezing level.
This approach is especially valuable in the case of remote volcanoes that lack ground-based monitoring
instruments or have local networks with restricted data access.

Appendix A: Calculating Start Time andMass Eruption Rate FromUmbrella Expansion

Infrared satellite images from GOES-13 were analyzed within time periods of ongoing eruption, before the
umbrella began to separate from the vent (Figures S3 and S4). In each image, the edge of the umbrella was
outlined using Unidata’s IDV software [Unidata, 2015]. Brightness temperatures of �3°C and �13°C were
used to define the maximum and minimum dimensions, respectively. Images were cropped to remove
background meteorological clouds and processed using ImageJ software [Schneider et al., 2012] to deter-
mine the area of each umbrella cloud contour (km2). Where clouds from the first and second phases began
to merge (Figures S4g and S4j), the outer contours were extrapolated by hand; inner contours were unaf-
fected. Dimensions are reported as the radius of an equivalent circle in Figure 2a and Table S2 (mean
and range).

Next, equation (1) was fit to the umbrella data on a plot of radius versus time by adjusting the start time (t0)
and volumetric flow rate (V) until the theoretical curve matched the observed cloud dimensions. For the sec-
ond eruptive phase, only the first four data points were used to calculate the eruption onset. This is due to the
change in cloud morphology and apparent expansion rate after 5:38–6:38 UTC (Figures S4e and S4f). Beyond
this point, a new V and (arbitrary) t0 were used to fit the observations. Once the values of Vwere converted to
mass eruption rate using equation (2), erupted volumes for each phase were calculated using the eruption
durations reported in Table 1a. For simplicity, we assumed that the shift in eruption rate occurred at 6:08
UTC, halfway between the two satellite observations in Figures S4e and S4f.

As in Sparks [1986] and Pouget et al. [2013], this method makes the simplifying assumption that growth in
umbrella radius is roughly proportional to t2/3 over the entire eruption. In a more detailed study, Pouget
et al. [2016] found that this relationship may change over time due to changes in the flow regime of the grav-
ity current. However, the t2/3 approximation was valid within uncertainty for the majority of cases investi-
gated. In the case of the second eruptive phase from Calbuco volcano, it is possible there was a change in
umbrella flow regime after 5:38–6:38 UTC. However, the independent lines of evidence for a shift in umbrella
morphology (change in upwind stagnation point), lightning intensity, fall deposit stratigraphy, and radar
observations [Vidal et al., 2015] are consistent with a change in eruption dynamics at source.

Appendix B: Modeled Ice Formation

We have updated the microphysical formulation in the 1-D model Plumeria to include recent experimental
work by Schill et al. [2015] constraining the nucleation of ice on volcanic ash. Combining their empirical curve
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(dashed line from Figure 8 of Schill et al.) and their equation (2), the relationship between temperature (T) in
°C and the frozen fraction (FF) of ash-laden water is described using

FF ¼ 1� exp �SAp � Mp �100 exp �0:03T2 � 1:87T � 22:05
� �� �

; (B1)

whereMp is the mass of each particle, assuming a mean diameter of 63μm and density of 2.6 g cm�3 and SAp
is particle surface area, taken as 6.3m2 g�1 from themeasurements of Schill et al. [2015]. Under these assump-
tions, ice begins to form in the plume at �15°C and coexists with liquid water until total glaciation at �23°C.
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